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 It's the next step in Fate's evolution and continues the classic ruleset for the world of Fate Accelerated. While the spirit of Fate
Accelerated - silly super-powerful heroes, adaptable mages and gorgeous anime-inspired art - remains, it's an entirely new game
that takes the best of Fate and expands upon it. The goal is to pit good and evil against each other, and both sides must face their

history in order to move forward. FATE - The Traitor Soul will be available on Steam at $9.99, playable in both English and
Traditional Chinese! For our English fans, there will also be a digital version available from DriveThruRPG for $9.99. Stay
tuned for more info on the stretch goals! We're also releasing a playable demo in early 2019. - Jason Bulmahn CEO of Big

World Studios Come to FateCON in Louisville, May 20-22! FateCON Louisville will be May 20-22 at the Conrad Center in
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downtown Louisville, KY. This event will feature Fate products, a dealer room, dinner, and Fate-con, a two-day official Fate
event run by the Unplugged team. Unplugged creator Nix Wynn will be returning to FateCON Louisville to host two panels: -
Magic: Making it Work, Making it Fun! A panel for Fate players to get to know the Unplugged creators, talk to the creators
about the making of Fate and what makes Magic Magic! - Fate: Community Adoption An in-depth look at how Fate players

have spread the word about Fate at events all over the world! Come to FateCON in Louisville! Fate Meets Myths of Creation in
a New Steamie Coming this summer, Fate Meets Myths of Creation, the latest Fate Accelerated Module, has hit the Steam

Store! We're excited to bring a new Fate Accelerated game to PC gamers across the globe and hope you'll join us! Like Fate,
Fate Meets Myths of Creation is a game of storytelling. But this is no ordinary storytelling - you play a god in a game of myth

creation. The gods are vying for power, playing mind games with each other and trying to create the best stories to lure mortals
to their sides. The time of the gods is coming to an end, though 82157476af
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